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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following is a cloud architectural design
principle?
A. Scale up not out
B. Build monolithic systems
C. Use commercial database software
D. Loosely couple components
Answer: D

NEW QUESTION: 2
Your network contains an Active Directory forest. The forest
contains a single domain named contoso.com.
You have an Exchange Server 2013 organization named Contoso.
You plan to create an additional SMTP domain named
sales.contoso.com. You will use sales.contoso.com as the
primary SMTP address for the users in the sales department.
You create a new email address policy and apply the policy to
the sales users.
New sales users report that when they attempt to access their
email from the Internet for the first time by using Microsoft
Outlook 2010, they fail to connect. The sales users connect to
their mailbox internally successfully by using Outlook 2010.
All other users can connect to their mailbox from the Internet
and internally.
You need to ensure that the new sales users can connect to the
Exchange Server 2013 organization by using Outlook Anywhere
from the Internet.
Which two actions should you perform? (Each correct answer
presents part of the solution. Choose two.)
A. Create a new Autodiscover virtual directory on the Client
Access servers and configure ExternalURL to use
autodiscover.sales.contoso.com.
B. Modify each existing Service Connection Point (5CP) object
in Active Directory to point to autodiscover.sales.contoso.com.
C. On the Client Access servers, deploy a new certificate that
includes the autodiscover.sales.contoso.com name.
D. From DNS Manager, create a host (A) record for
autodiscover.sales.contoso.com.
E. Create a new Service Connection Point (SCP) object in Active
Directory that points to autodiscover.sales.contoso.com.
Answer: C,D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
* Externally connected clients are different, because they
can't lookup the SCP in Active Directory from outside of the
network. These clients might be roaming laptop users with
Outlook, or they might be ActiveSync capable smartphones such
as iPhones. In either case they will attempt to connect to
Autodiscover by performing a DNS lookup for
"autodiscover.smtpdomainname".
* You need the "autodiscover.smtpdomainname" name in the
Exchange 2013 SSL certificate. (C)
* You will only need an autodiscover name for each SMTP domain
that a user is likely to enter as their email address. (B)
Autodiscover Service: Exchange 2013 Help

NEW QUESTION: 3
In the Rule Base displayed, user authentication in Rule 4 is
configured as fully automatic.
Eric is a member of the LDAP group, MSD_Group.

What happens when Eric tries to connect to a server on the
Internet?
A. Eric will be authenticated and get access to the requested
server.
B. Eric will be blocked because LDAP is not allowed in the Rule
Base.
C. None of these things will happen.
D. Eric will be dropped by the Stealth Rule.
Answer: A
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